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remain a passive recipient, he must actively express Ms
feeling.    In the early months certain expressions of comfort
are al that are possible, but as he grows his expressions of
pleasure or anger are more lively and varied and, what is
even more important, he begins to try to serve Ms mother ;
lie kisses her, shouts for Joy at the sight of her, follows her
and finds proud pleasure in doing her service.    If he is
actively encouraged in giving as well as taking, serving
as well as receiving, it is very doubtful if he can develop
a strong feeling of affection.   This need of activity and
reciprocity in the growth of a strong sentiment is most
important.   Nor should the activity be confined to ex-
pression of emotions which may only induce a state of
mental excitement that may check ordinary normal growth.
The 'experience' content of the sentiment should in all
be as large and varied as possible:  the cMld must
associate Ms mother with his work and Ms play;   lie
must know her as his friend and also as Ms critic;   he
must actively seek to please her and help her.   But in
the early days, absorbed as he ought to be in the brave
world in which he finds himself, most of the charac-
teristics of Ms sentiment for her should be pleasure in her
presence, pain if she is hurt, possibly jealousy of her other
Meads, but for the greater part a feeling of happy security
in her reliability.   As the child grows older, if the sentiment
is well and strongly built on companionsMp in times of
happiness and help in times of trouble, there should be a
greater feeling of mutual friendship.   But the child should
be less dependent on Ms mother, for friends of Ms own
generation and, it is to be hoped, Ms growing Interest in
art and	will claim his energy and emotion.
Nevertheless, though he may apparently live his own
life, the sentiment is there, in some ways growing stronger
every year,	his mother be threatened with any
trouble the boy's reactions will at once show how strong
it is.

